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CCB Item Catalog 
In compliance with NRS 678B.635, commencing September 1, 2024, the Cannabis Compliance Board 
(CCB), in collaboration with METRC, will initiate the launch of the Nevada CCB Item Catalog. This digital 
repository serves as a user-friendly online database encompassing cannabis and related products available 
through our State's licensed cannabis retailers. It aims to furnish the public, consumers, medical patients, 
and law enforcement agencies with current and comprehensive item information, including product-specific 
certified lab analyses, product locations, and real-time product hold status, fostering transparency in the 
industry. 
 
On April 24, 2024, the CCB conducted and recorded a webinar relating to this topic. A video of the webinar 
and an FAQ document can be found by clicking here or by visiting the Industry Trainings page under the 
Public Meetings tab at ccb.nv.gov.  
 
FAQs 
 
Are facilities required to update all of their items with a photograph, item description and list of 
allergens?  

No. Only items destined for sale or will be sold by a retailer are required to complete the required information.  

Will Testing results populate on the item listing?  

Yes. Each item’s test results that was posted to the item’s source package will be prominently displayed on 
the listing and a link to the pdf COA will be available.  

What allergens should a cultivation facility utilize?  

You are not required to put anything besides the nine major allergens.  As a reminder, the allergens that we 
are talking about are the nine major allergens that are identified by the FDA which includes milk, eggs, 
shellfish, fish, tree nuts, peanuts, soy, wheat, and in 2021, they added sesame. So, sesame is the newest major 
allergen that is required for labeling, so I'm assuming you're not going to have any of those ingredients in 
cultivation. 

What are the acceptable file formats and size limits for the required uploads (photos and 
documents)?  
Files with the extensions .png and .jpeg can be used to upload pictures to items.  Size limits are 5mb 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SkZ-BK38m4&list=PLiBkGB6B3AdwDX_wa5zXswO8PdhNKJvRX&index=4
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Should the packaging photo be a real photo or is a rendering of the packaging sufficient?  
 
Packaging rendering or photo is acceptable as long as it was approved by the Board 
 
 
Do SOPs need to be submitted for every production batch if all factors such as ingredients and 
equipment are the same however you are now scaling the production size?  
 
Yes. multiple serving size options may be submitted together for edible menu items. The submitted SOPs 
should be specific on how the facility will ensure consistent processes for the different dosages. However, 
please note that full panel homogeneity studies may be required for each target potency.  
 
For cannabis concentrates that do not differ in their process but only differ in package size (e.g., 1/4 g vape 
and 1/2 g vape both containing the same product), these do not need additional approvals/separate SOPs. 

 
Can you opt out of the item catalog?  

The item catalog is designed to aid in meeting the statutory requirement to provide an easily assessable library 
that will provide testing results to the public.  At this time, there isn’t an opt out option.  

 

If I have an already approved piece of equipment in a certain location, for example: a packaging 
machine, do I need to resubmit an approval to move the equipment to a new location in the same 
facility address? 

 Depends.  Approval is required if the following occurs:  

• If the equipment requires construction and plumbing.  

• Equipment transfers from one license to another, an approval under the new license is required.  

• Material changes occurred to the equipment as in upgrade or modification that would change the 
originally approved specifications. 

 

When is the disclaimer “This may not be evenly distributed throughout this product” required to be 
used and where?  

That disclaimer is for consumption lounges only. Lounges will be infusing at point of sale, so there will be no 
homogeneity testing done to ensure that it is evenly distributed throughout.  

 

How would a team member obtain delegation rights for Accela to submit items for approval if it’s 
found that the items have not received proper approval or unable to locate the previous approval?  

Your facility point of contact has the rights to assign you delegate right in Accela. If your point of contact 
require assistance with adding a delegate, they make contact programsupport@ccb.nv.gov .  
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